Consultant Job Description
About Us Oliver Wyman is a global leader in management consulting. With offices in 50+ cities across 26
countries, Oliver Wyman combines deep industry knowledge with specialized expertise in strategy,
operations, risk management, and organization transformation. Our 4000+ professionals help clients optimize
their business, improve their operations and risk profile, and accelerate their organizational performance to
seize the most attractive opportunities. Oliver Wyman’s thought leadership is evident in our agenda-setting
books, white papers, research reports, and articles in the business press.
The firm’s capabilities and intellectual capital are enhanced by our deep industry expertise, geographic range,
analytical rigor, and hands-on, collaborative approach. Our professionals see what others don't, challenge
conventional thinking, and consistently deliver innovative, customized solutions. We also work side by side
with senior executives to accelerate execution through a blend of behavioral and management approaches.
As a result, we have a tangible impact on clients’ top and bottom lines. Our clients are the CEOs and
executive teams of the top Global 1000 companies.
Why Join Us? Our work is marked by exceptional impact for our clients. By consistently producing results,
we have earned a reputation for quality work and attractive career opportunities.
• A growing, entrepreneurial firm with exceptional economics; global revenues exceeded $1.7BN in 2014
• Work with our clients’ senior management from Day One to solve challenging problems
• A meritocratic ecosystem that provides for rapid development without an MBA
• Specialization at your own pace, with the opportunity to work across multiple industries
• Significant international assignments & attractive compensation for performance
• Programs to ensure work-life quality & career flexibility through our FlexOW talent initiatives including:
10/11-month work years or sabbaticals, non-profit fellowships, and corporate externships
• An open, respectful, and inclusive culture that welcomes, values, and supports all colleagues as they are
• A company that is committed to having fun & providing a springboard to exciting future career options
The Role Our challenging Consultant position offers exceptional career growth and opportunity to motivated
and hardworking graduates. As a Consultant you will:
• Work in teams to solve high level business problems facing Global 1000 clients
• Structure and carry out essential research and analysis
• Lead complex quantitative, strategic and financial analyses of corporations and businesses
• Receive support to rapidly develop leadership and client management skills
• Gain broad exposure to a variety of industries: Automotive, Aviation, Communications, Financial Services,
Energy, Health & Life Sciences, Media, Retail, Surface Transportation and Technology.
Qualifications We look for university graduates who display initiative, intuition and creativity with a strong
background in problem solving and analytics. We do not require a specific academic major or industry
experience; we value extracurricular activities and evidence of leading an interesting and impactful life outside
of studies/work. One of the best things we can do for our clients and ourselves is to recruit a diverse group of
people who bring a broad range of strengths and backgrounds to their roles. U.S. Work Authorization is
required for U.S. office locations. Upon request, candidates for the Toronto or Montreal offices must be able
to provide documented proof of their right to engage in employment in Canada and to work in the United
States due to the nature of our work assignments. Work permit and visa sponsorship for all other offices is
available based on business needs.
Apply! Vacancies will vary throughout the year, subject to business needs. Please use our online application
system to search for open positions by office: www.oliverwyman.gtios.com . When applying for offices
outside of Toronto, India, the US & UK, English and local language fluency is preferred.
Oliver Wyman is an equal opportunity employer and a wholly owned subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan
Companies (NYSE: MMC). To learn more, please follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter:
@OliverWyman.

Oliver Wyman is an equal opportunity employer.

